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About This Game

Void 21 is a procedurally generated, arcade style, fast-paced runner and shooter. You are a pilot training with the highly
maneuverable and lethal Void ship. Your objective is to reach the end of the level, either as quickly or as violently as possible

(or both?).

"It’s a great title, with a lot to offer. It’s frankly nigh on impossible to finish everything the game has to offer" - Final Boss Fight

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=We0rsyaAroI
Key Features
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Procedurally generated levels (36^8 possible playable levels)

Upgradeable ship modules to fit your playstyle

Multiple challenging enemies with unique AI

Objectives that unlock upgrades to level-up your ship

Daily procedurally generated challenges

Seed picker so you can challenge your friends or play your favorite level again and again

Targeting max resolution of 4K@144FPS

Oculus Rift Support (DK2 + CV1) v1.3

Game can run at unlocked framerate and any available resolution.

Future Items

 Mac and Linux Support

 Steam VR Support
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Title: Void 21
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Taranasus Studio
Publisher:
Taranasus Studio
Release Date: 4 Apr, 2016

 7ad7b8b382 

English
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Its a nice game to kickback, relax, and repeatedly smash into walls.

. Fun and challenging game, I don't have VR, but this game is fun even without VR. Recommended!. Amazing fast paced future
game. Fast and fun racer. Graphics are simple but they work. Challenging without being frustrating. Played on mouse and
keyboard and felt that the controls were nice and responsive. Pretty good replay value, though it's missing that little addictive
spark that keeps me coming back to games like this.
All of that said it's the kind of game where you stop playing and don't really feel the need to come back it. It's actually a game
that I wouldn't mind having on my mobile phone because of the pickup and play nature but I don't think it really provides
enough value for the price.. Really a amazing game!

I loved the fast paced style of the game, coupled with the quick thinking and reaction times needed to make it to the end
The graphics are great as well.

I would highly recommend this game. 10\/10
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Really a amazing game!

I loved the fast paced style of the game, coupled with the quick thinking and reaction times needed to make it to the end
The graphics are great as well.

I would highly recommend this game. 10\/10. VR implementation is incredible. Despite fast left\/right movement and
acceleration I didn't experience any motion sickness.

Game is fun, but if you are like me and want to see a quick Y\/N on VR implementation, this can be recommended.. Fun and
challenging game, I don't have VR, but this game is fun even without VR. Recommended!. Its a nice game to kickback, relax,
and repeatedly smash into walls.

. It is an all around great game. The controls work well, it has a good progression and leveling system, there is no shortage of
levels to play, and the art and music fit the feel of the game perfectly.. This game is fun! The premise is simple but very well
executed. The sense of speed is amazing. I love the quotes in the menu and the descriptions of the ship mods. The controls are
tight and although the game can get difficult, it is never unfair. It works very well on linux (linux mint), no performance issues.
Only issue I noticed was graphical artifacts after crashing as the camera moves around your remains. Some parts of the screen
flash black. Minor thing and does not affect gameplay at all.

P.S. From what I've seen online the dev is a cool dude.. It is an all around great game. The controls work well, it has a good
progression and leveling system, there is no shortage of levels to play, and the art and music fit the feel of the game perfectly..
Gotta go fast *Sonic sounds*
Great game if you like going fast and\/or have the "repeat it until I beat it" mind. Can't even imagine how awesome it is in VR.
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